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I certify that all the information on this form is correct and true and that being so, I have
placed my Right and Left Thumb Prints and my signature on the reverse of this page.

I further certify that the contents of this form which have been read and explained to me by
.......................................................................................(being my independent adviser) are
fully understood by me and that being so, I have placed my Right and Left Thumb Prints and
made my mark on the reverse of this page.

Further certification is required by blind or illiterate persons.

CERTIFICATION

Leadway Pensure PFA was formed by a consortium of three financial services institutions namely,
Leadway Assurance Ltd, MBC Securities Ltd and Prestige Assurance Plc.

The shareholders have experience in Funds Management and Pension Administration with a track
record of remarkable success spanning a combined total of over 100 years.

The PFCs appointed by Leadway Pensure PFA are First Pension Custodian Limited, a wholly owned
subsidiary of FBN Plc with an asset base of 3.19trillion and over 600 branches, Zenith Pension
Custodian Limited (ZPCL), a wholly owned subsidiary of Zenith Bank Nigeria Plc. with over 500
branches nationwide and UBA Pensions Custodian Limited (UBA Pensions), a wholly owned
subsidiary of United Bank for Africa Plc,with an asset base of N2.72 trillion and over 500 on line
branches.

At Leadway Pensure PFA, we are customer focused with effective and prompt service delivery.
to support great attention paid to our operations, we have invested considerably in the
acquisition of recognised pension administrator software.

While delivering sustainable returns on investment, Leadway Pensure PFA has put in place
modalities to ensure retirees get their pensions as and when due.

While delivering sustainable returns on investment, Leadway Pensure PFA has put in place

Why LEADWAY PENSURE PFA LIMITED should be your preferred Pension Fund Administrator (PFA)?
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Leadway Pensure PFA Limited is a Pension Fund Administrator licensed and
regulated by the National Pension Commission (Pencom)
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